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March 18—In this report, we will explore the strategic 
significance of major events in the world starting in 
February 2018. Our goal is to precisely situate British 
Prime Minister Theresa May’s March 12-14 mad effort 
to manufacture a new “weapons of mass destruction” 
hoax based on the alleged Skripal poisoning, using the 
same people (the MI6 intelligence grouping around Sir 
Richard Dearlove) and script (an intelligence fraud 
concerning weapons of mass destruction) which were 
used to draw the United States into the disastrous Iraq 
War.

The Skripal poisoning fraud also directly involves 
British agent Christopher Steele, the central figure in 
the ongoing coup against Donald Trump. This time the 
British information warfare operation is aimed at di-
rectly provoking Russia, while main-
taining the targeting of the U.S. popula-
tion and President Trump.

As the fevered, war-like media cov-
erage and hysteria surrounding the case 
make clear, a certain section of the Brit-
ish elite seems prepared to risk every-
thing on behalf of its dying imperial 
system. Despite the hype, economic 
warfare and sanctions appear to be the 
British weapons of choice—Vladimir 
Putin, as we shall see, recently called 
the West’s nuclear bluff. With the Brit-
ish “Russiagate” coup against Donald 
Trump fizzling, exposing British agent 
Christopher Steele and a slew of his 
American friends to criminal prosecu-
tion, a new tool was desperately needed 
to back the President of the United 

States into the British geopolitical corner shared by 
most of the American establishment. The tool they are 
using to do this is an intelligence hoax, a tried-and-true 
British product.

According to the British spy tale, a former Russian 
military intelligence colonel, Sergei Skripal, who spied 
for Great Britain in Russia from the early 1990s until 
2004, was poisoned, along with his daughter, on March 
4 in Salisbury, England, using a nerve agent “of a type 
developed by Russia.” In 2010, Skripal had been ex-
changed in a spy swap between the United States and 
Russia. He had served six years in a Russian prison for 
spying for Britain. He had been living in the open in 
Britain for the last eight years. Skripal’s MI6 recruiter 
and handler, Pablo Miller, listed himself as a consultant 

British Prime Minister Theresa May speaking to the Parliament.

FATALLY WOUNDED BRITISH BEAST LASHES OUT

Skripal Poisoning a Desperate 
British Attempt to Resurrect 
Their American Coup
by Barbara Boyd
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to Orbis Business Intelli-
gence, Christopher Steele’s 
British company, on his 
LinkedIn profile. When the 
London Daily Telegraph 
called attention to the Orbis 
reference, it was removed 
from the profile. Steele, who 
worked on the Trump dos-
sier through his company 
Orbis, has denied that Miller 
worked directly on that dos-
sier.

Theresa May and her for-
eign minister, Boris John-
son, insist there is only one 
person who could be respon-
sible for the poisoning—de-
scribed as an act of war—
and that person is Vladimir 
Putin. No evidence has been 
offered to support this claim. 
No plausible motive has 
been provided as to why Putin would order such a pro-
vocative murder now, ahead of the World Cup, when 
the Russiagate coup in the United States has lost all mo-
mentum. Rather than following the protocols of the Or-
ganization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons 
(OPCW), which require that evidence of the alleged 
agent be presented to Russia, the eccentric and unpopu-
lar May instead delivered an ultimatum to Russia, and 
whipped up war fever throughout the UK. She now 
seeks to pull Donald Trump and NATO into ever more 
aggressive moves against Russia.

Thus, as with Christopher Steele’s dirty dossier 
against Donald Trump, the British claims against Putin 
are an evidence-free exercise of raw power. The Anglo-
American establishment instructs us: “trust this, ignore 
the stinky factless content presented in this dossier—
just note that it is backed by very important intelligence 
agencies which could cook your goose if you object.”

A short statement of the reasons why the British are 
now staging the Skripal provocation can be found in a 
March 14 London Daily Telegraph call to arms by Al-
lister Heath, who rants: “We need a new world order to 
take on totalitarian capitalists in Russia and China. 
Such an alliance would dramatically shift the global 
balance of power, and allow the liberal democracies fi-

nally to fight back. It would 
endow the world with the sorts 
of robust institutions that are 
required to contain Russia and 
China. Britain needs a new 
role in the world; building 
such a network would be our 
perfect mission.” Across the 
pond, as they say, a similar 
foundational statement was 
made by 68 former Obama 
Administration officials who 
have formed a group called 
National Security Action, 
aimed at securing Trump’s  
impeachment and attacking 
Russia and China.

Russia and China have em-
barked on a massive infra-
structure building project in 
Eurasia, the center of all Brit-
ish geopolitical fantasies since 
the time of Halford Mack-

inder. China’s “Belt and Road Initiative” now encom-
passes more than 140 nations in the largest infrastruc-
ture-building project ever undertaken in human history. 
This project is a true economic engine for the future. At 
the same time, the neo-liberal economies of the trans-
Atlantic region continue to see their productive poten-
tials sucked dry by the massive piles of debt they have 
created since the 2008 financial collapse. This debt is 
now on a hair trigger for implosion. It is estimated by 
banking insiders that the City of London is sitting on a 
derivatives powderkeg of $700 trillion, with over-the-
counter derivatives accounting for another $570 tril-
lion. The City of London will bear the major impact of 
the coming derivatives collapse.

In this strategic geometry, President Trump’s sup-
port for peaceful collaboration with Russia during the 
campaign, and his personal friendship with China’s 
President Xi Jinping, have marked him for the relent-
less coup-drive waged by the British and their U.S. 
friends.

On top of that, President Putin delivered a mam-
moth strategic shock on March 1, showing new Russian 
weapons systems based on new physical principles, 
which render present U.S. ABM systems and much of 
current U.S. war-fighting doctrine obsolete, together 
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with the vaunted first strike capacity with which NATO 
has surrounded Russia. Not only is the West sitting on a 
new financial collapse, its vaunted military superiority 
has just been flanked.

It is very clear that a strategic choice now confronts 
the human race. In 1984, Lyndon LaRouche wrote a 

very profound document, “Draft Memorandum of 
Agreement Between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.” In it, 
he developed the concrete basis for peace between the 
two superpowers at the moment when the United States 
had adopted the LaRouche/Reagan doctrine of strate-
gic defense. Both Reagan and LaRouche had proposed 

The British Empire 
Is Finished

by Rachel Brown

March 18—Though it may seem to some credulous 
readers of the New York Times that Great Britain is in 
a position of moral authority and power in its recent 
accusations against Russia, the opposite is the truth. 
In reality, the British Empire is in a last-ditch effort 
to try to save its crumbling system. Teresa May’s ri-
diculous cries are indications of the desperation of 
London, and reminiscent of the threats often heard 
emerging from dying empires. The fact that the Skri-
pal poisoning occurred only three days after Presi-
dent Putin’s historically momentous speech should 
not be overlooked. Putin announced a new series of 
advanced weapons that render the Obama encircle-
ment of Russia impotent.

The fragility of the case is indicative of its politi-
cal necessity. Not only is there no content to the al-
legations of Russia’s role in the Skripal attack—no 
samples having been provided as required under the 
OPCW protocols—the facts of the case point again 
to the circles of Christopher Steele, the British MI6 
agent and author of the now discredited “Golden 
Shower” dossier, which was at the center of claims 
of Trump campaign ties to Russia. Sergei Skripal, a 
colonel in Russian military intelligence, was re-
cruited to work for British intelligence by MI6 agent 
Pablo Miller while Steele was an undercover MI6 
agent stationed in Moscow. After being caught and 
sentenced to 18 years in prison for treason, Skripal 
was let out as part of a prisoner exchange and moved 
to the UK. He again befriended Pablo Miller while 
Miller worked for Orbis, Christopher Steele’s com-
pany, during the period the Steele dossier was being 
written.

Now the Russiagate case against President Trump 
is falling apart in the United States. The House Intel-
ligence Committee concluded there was no Russian 
collusion, and FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe 
was fired. Christopher Steele has been referred to the 
U.S. Justice Department for criminal prosecution, 
and is defending himself from lawsuits in the UK 
and U.S.A. At a recent hearing in London, none other 
than representatives of the British Foreign Office 
showed up to demonstrate the concern of the British 
government for this allegedly “private” citizen.

Meanwhile, the potential of a Korean peace 
agreement is a very real prospect, while more and 
more countries are joining China’s New Silk Road. 
Eleven European Union nations have signed coop-
eration documents with the Chinese government, 
and 13,673 trips were made by China-Europe ex-
press freight trains in 2017, more than in the previous 
six years combined. Greece’s Port of Piraeus has 
again become one of the largest in Europe, helping 
that financially distressed country to improve its eco-
nomic condition. French President Emmanuel 
Macron declared during a recent visit to China that 
France is joining the New Silk Road, while South 
American and Caribbean nations are openly express-
ing their intent to join as well.

The London-directed trans-Atlantic establish-
ment is beyond desperate. This is why we are seeing 
the British themselves—in the person of Prime Min-
ister May—taking the point on this. This public ex-
posure of their own guiding hand is not something 
the Brits like. They are flailing, and attempting to 
throw monkey wrenches everywhere: in Syria, with 
North Korea, in the Ukraine, and other conflicts they 
have generated—anything to keep their grasp on 
world power just a little bit longer. The time could 
not be more urgent to act on the truth—the British 
empire is finished, and the United States must elimi-
nate the British-run coup and join the New Silk Road 
paradigm for a lasting peace.

http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1991/eirv18n02-19910111/eirv18n02-19910111_026-the_larouche_doctrine_draft_memo-lar.pdf
http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1991/eirv18n02-19910111/eirv18n02-19910111_026-the_larouche_doctrine_draft_memo-lar.pdf
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that the Russians and the United States cooperate in 
building and developing strategic defense against of-
fensive nuclear weapons, based on new physical prin-
ciples, thereby eliminating the threat of nuclear annihi-
lation.

According to the LaRouche Doctrine, “The political 
foundation for durable peace must be: a) the uncondi-
tional sovereignty of each and all nation states, and b) 
cooperation among sovereign states to the effect of pro-
moting unlimited opportunities to participate in the 
benefits of technological progress, to the mutual benefit 
of each and all.”

Both China, in President Xi’s October Address to 
the Party Congress, and Russia, in Putin’s March 1 ad-
dress to the Federal Assembly, have set a course to pro-
duce technological progress capable of being shared in 
by all. They both outline major infrastructure projects 
and dedicating massive funding to exploring the fron-
tiers of science, technology, and space exploration. 
Donald Trump, in both his campaign and his presi-
dency, has embraced similar views. The British and 
their American friends, however, are devotees of a 
completely different and failing economic system, a 
system soundly rejected in Brexit, in the election of 
Donald Trump, and most recently in the Italian elec-
tions.

Just look at the events of February and March from 
this standpoint. It is no accident that Christopher Steele 
turns up, smack dab in the middle of the Skripal poison-
ing hoax.

Exposure of British as U.S. Election Meddlers 
Weakens Anti-Trump Coup

On Feb. 2, the House Permanent Select Committee 
on Intelligence released a memo demonstrating that 
the Obama Justice Department and FBI committed an 
outright fraud on the FISA court in obtaining surveil-
lance warrants on Carter Page, a volunteer for Donald 
Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign. The bogus war-
rant applications relied heavily on the dirty British 
dossier authored by MI6’s “former” Russian intelli-
gence chief, Christopher Steele, who had been paid by 
Hillary Clinton’s campaign and the Democratic Na-
tional Committee to paint Donald Trump as a Manchu-
rian candidate—as a pawn of Russian President Vladi-
mir Putin.

According to the House Intelligence memo and 
other aspects of its investigation, Steele confided to 
Bruce Ohr, a high official in the DOJ, that he, Steele, 
hated Trump with a passion and would do “anything” to 
prevent Trump’s election. Steele was using the fact of 
an FBI investigation of his allegations as part of a “full 
spectrum” British information warfare campaign con-
ducted against candidate Trump with the full complic-
ity of Obama’s intelligence chiefs. (See Peter Van 
Buren, “Christopher Steele: The Real Foreign Influ-
ence in the 2016 U.S. Election?” The American Con-
servative, February 15, 2018.) None of the true facts 
about the actual motive for, and sponsors of, the DOJ 
applications involving Carter Page were revealed to the 
FISA Court in the filings made by former Deputy At-
torney General Sally Yates, former FBI Director James 

kremlin.ru
President Putin addressing the Federal Assembly, March 1, 
2018.

Xinhua
China President Xi Jinping speaks to the Party Congress in 
October 2017.

http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/christopher-steele-the-real-foreign-influence-in-the-2016-election/
http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/christopher-steele-the-real-foreign-influence-in-the-2016-election/
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Comey, or current Deputy At-
torney General Rod Rosen-
stein.

The House Intelligence 
Committee memo was 
quickly followed by a declas-
sified letter on Feb. 5, in 
which Senators Chuck Grass-
ley and Lindsay Graham re-
ferred Christopher Steele to 
the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) for criminal prosecu-
tion, based on false state-
ments he made to the FBI 
about his contacts with the 
news media. No doubt the 
criminal referral sent chills 
down the spines not only of 
Christopher Steele and his British colleagues, but also 
of those former Obama officials conspiring against 
Trump.

In the same week, House Intelligence Chairman 
Devin Nunes announced that he would be conducting 
investigations into the role of the Obama State Depart-
ment and intelligence chiefs in the circulation and use of 
Christopher Steele’s dirty dossier. These investigations 
have been widely reported to focus on John Brennan and 
James Clapper—Brennan for widely promoting the dirty 
British work product, and Clapper for leaks associated 
with BuzzFeed’s publication and legitimization of the 
dirty British work product. Remind yourself every time 
you hear media explosions against Trump by either 
Clapper (congressional perjurer and proponent of the 
theory that the Russians are genetically predisposed to 

screw the United States) or 
Brennan (gopher for George 
Tenet’s perpetual war and tor-
ture regime and Grand Inquis-
itor for Barack Obama’s serial  
assassinations by baseball 
card). They are next in the 
barrel, so to speak.

The January 11, 2017 
BuzzFeed publication of the 
Steele dossier was meant to 
permanently poison Trump’s 
incoming administration, and 
is the subject of libel suits 
both in Florida and London. 
In the London case, the Brit-
ish are ready to invoke the 
Official Secrets Act to protect 

Christopher Steele. In the Florida case, Steele has been 
ordered to sit for deposition despite numerous delays 
and stalling tactics.

The Congressional investigation of the State De-
partment is focused on John Kerry, Kerry’s aide Jona-
than Winer, Victoria Nuland, and Clinton operative 
Cody Shearer. Nuland utilized Christopher Steele as a 
primary intelligence source while running the U.S. 
regime change operations in Ukraine in alliance with 
neo-Nazis. She greenlighted Steele’s initial meetings 
with the FBI about Donald Trump. Winer deployed 
himself to vouch for Steele to various news publica-
tions collaborating with British agent Steele and his 
U.S. employer, Fusion GPS, in Steele’s media warfare 
operations against Trump.

On March 12, the House Intelligence Committee 

White House/Pete Souza
Obama’s former Deputy National 
Security Adviser John Brennan.

LBJ Library/Jay Godwin
Obama’s Director of National 
Intelligence, James Clapper.

cc/Rich Girard
Former FBI Director James Comey.
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announced that it had completed its Russia investiga-
tion. It stated that it found “no collusion, coordination, 
or conspiracy between the Trump campaign and 
Russia.” Its draft final report was to have been pro-
vided to the Democrats on the Committee on March 13 
for comment and then submitted to declassification 
review.

On March 15, four U.S. Senators from the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, Chuck Grassley, Lindsey 
Graham, John Cornyn, and Thom Tillis, called for the 
appointment of a Special Counsel to investigate the 
DOJ and FBI with respect to the Russiagate inves-
tigation. They particularly focused on the use of the 
Steele dossier, FISA abuse, the disclosure of classified 
information to the press, and the criminal investiga-
tion and case of former Trump National Security Advi-
sor Michael Flynn. Separately, 
House Oversight Chairman Trey 
Gowdy and House Judiciary 
Chairman Bob Goodlatte have 
asked the Justice Department to 
appoint a Special Counsel on simi-
lar grounds.

On March 16, James Comey’s 
Deputy FBI Director, Andrew 
McCabe, was fired as the result of 
recommendations by the FBI’s 
Office of Professional Responsi-
bility (OPR). The OPR recom-
mendation resulted from Justice 
Department Inspector General 
Michael Horowitz’s investigation 

of McCabe’s actions with 
respect to the Clinton email 
inves tigation and the Clin-
ton Foundation. McCabe 
claimed that this was part of 
a plot against himself, 
Comey, and Special Counsel 
Robert Mueller. Michael 
Horowitz, however, is an 
actual Washington straight 
shooter appointed to his post 
by Barack Obama. The OPR 
is the FBI’s own disciplinary 
agency. Horo witz’s report is 
expected to be extremely 
critical of McCabe, citing a 
“lack of candor” (i.e., lying) 

with respect to the investigation. Whatever the corrupt 
media might claim, the facts here have been thoroughly 
investigated by McCabe’s former FBI subordinates. 
They think his lies and other actions disgrace the FBI 
and don’t entitle him to a pension.

Horowitz’s report on the Clinton investigations—
which have already unearthed the texts between 
former Russiagate lead case agent Peter Strzok and 
his mistress, FBI lawyer Lisa Page, proclaiming their 
hatred of Donald Trump and the need for an “insur-
ance policy” against his election—is expected to be 
released very soon. According to the House Intelli-
gence Committee, the Strzok/Page texts also reveal 
that Strzok was a close friend of U.S. District Court 
Judge Rudolph Contreras. Contreras sits on the FISA 
court, took Michael Flynn’s guilty plea, and then 

promptly recused himself from 
Michael Flynn’s case for reasons 
which remain undisclosed.

Despite its exoneration of the 
President and thorough discredit-
ing of the British Steele opera-
tion, the House Intelligence Com-
mittee dangerously accepts the 
myth that the Russians hacked the 
Democratic National Committee, 
the Democratic Congressional 
Campaign Committee, and the 
emails of Clinton Campaign Chair-
man John Podesta, and then pro-
vided the hacked information to 
WikiLeaks for publication. Its 

FBI
Andrew McCabe

Department of State
Obama’s Secretary of State John Kerry (left) and 
Jonathan Winer.

screenshot/Aspen Conference
Obama’s Assistant Secretary of State, 
Victoria Nuland.
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final report states, however, that Putin’s intervention 
was not in support of Donald Trump, as previously 
claimed by Obama’s intelligence chiefs. The Senators 
seeking a new Special Counsel also salute this danger-
ous fraud.

As we have previously reported, the myth that Putin 
hacked the Democrats and provided the hacked emails 
to WikiLeaks, has been substantively refuted by the in-
vestigations of the Veteran Intelligence Professionals 
for Sanity (VIPS). In summary, the evidence points to a 
leak rather than a hack in the case of the DNC. Further, 
the NSA would have the evidence of any such hack or 
hacks, according to former NSA technical director Bill 
Binney, and would have provided it, even if in a classi-
fied setting. It is clear that the NSA has no such evi-
dence. It is also clear that the United States and the Brit-
ish have cyber warfare capabilities fully capable of 
creating “false flag” cyber war incidents.

North Korea Talks Planned, While Russia and 
China Continue to Create the Conditions for a 
New Human Renaissance

In addition to the fizzling of the coup, the Western 
elites suffered through February and March for addi-
tional reasons. To the shock of the entire, smug Davos 
crowd, Donald Trump, working with Russia, China, 
and South Korea, appears to have gotten Kim Jong-un 
to the negotiating table concerning denuclearization of 
the Korean peninsula. Substantive talks have been 
scheduled for May. The breakthrough was announced 
by President Trump and South Korea on March 8.

On March 1, President Putin gave his historic two-
hour address to the Russian Federal Assembly and the 
Russian people. Like President Xi’s address to the Chi-
nese Party Congress in October 2017, Putin focused on 
the goal of deeply reducing poverty in Russian society. 
Xi vowed in October to eliminate poverty from Chinese 
society altogether by 2020. In addition, Putin empha-
sized that Russia would undertake a huge city-building 
project across its vast rural frontiers and dramatically 
expand its modern infrastructure, including Russia’s 
digital infrastructure. He put major emphasis on direct-
ing funds to basic scientific and technological progress. 
He emphasized that harnessing and stimulating the cre-
ative powers of individual human beings is the true 
driver of all economic progress.

China’s Belt and Road Initiative also continued to 
advance. Great infrastructure projects are popping up 
throughout the world, including most specifically in 

Africa, which had been consigned to be a permanent, 
primitive looting-ground for Western interests. Among 
the recent breakthroughs is the great project to refill 
Lake Chad, a project known as “Transaqua,” involving 
the Italian engineering firm Bonifica, the Chinese engi-
neering and construction firm PowerChina, and the 
Lake Chad Basin Commission, which represents the 
African countries directly benefiting from the project.   
But the biggest strategic news of the last six weeks was 
contained in the last part of President Putin’s speech. 
He showed various weapons, developed by Russian 
scientists in the wake of the U.S. abrogation of the 
ABM treaty and the Anglo-American campaign of 
color revolutions and NATO base-building in the 
former Soviet bloc. These weapons, based on new 
physical principles, render U.S. ABM defenses obso-
lete, together with many U.S. utopian war-fighting 
doctrines developed under the reigns of Obama and 
Bush. Putin emphasized that the economic and “de-
fense” aspects of his speech were not separate. Rather, 
the scientific breakthroughs were based on an in-depth 
economic mobilization of the physical economy. He 
stressed that Russia’s survival was dependent upon 
marshalling continuous creative breakthroughs in 
basic science and the high-technology spinoffs which 
result, and their propagation through the entire popula-
tion. He stressed that such breakthroughs are the prod-
uct of providing an actually human existence to the 
entire society.

Compare what Russia and China have set out to ac-
complish with respect to the physical economy of the 
Earth, with the second and third paragraphs of Lyndon 
LaRouche’s prescription for a durable peace in the La-
Rouche Doctrine:

The most crucial feature of present implementa-
tion of such a policy of durable peace is a pro-
found change in the monetary, economic, and 
political relations between dominant powers and 
those relatively subordinated nations often 
classed as “developing nations.” Unless the in-
equities lingering in the aftermath of modern co-
lonialism are progressively remedied, there can 
be no durable peace on this planet.

Insofar as the United States and the Soviet 
Union acknowledge the progress of the produc-
tive powers of labor throughout the planet to be 
in the vital strategic interests of each and both, 
the two powers are bound to that degree and in 
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that way by a common in-
terest. This is the kernel of 
the political and economic 
policies of practice indis-
pensable to the fostering of 
a durable peace between 
those two powers.

This is the perspective 
which has the British terrified 
and acting-out, insanely. Were 
Trump, Putin, and Xi to enter 
into negotiations based on the 
LaRouche Doctrine, a break-
through will have occurred for 
all of mankind, a breakthrough 
to a permanent and durable 
peace. No neo-liberal, post-in-
dustrial, unipolar order can 
match this, no matter how much Allister Heath, Ms. 
May, or Boris Johnson rant and rave about it.

Christopher Steele’s British Playground
As is well known by now, Christopher Steele was a 

long-time MI6 agent before “retiring” to form his own 
extremely lucrative private intelligence firm. The firm 
is said to have earned $200 million since its formation. 
Steele was an MI6 agent in Moscow around the time 
Skripal was recruited. He also later ran the MI6 Russia 
desk and would have known everything there was to 
know about Skripal. Pablo Miller, who recruited Skri-
pal, worked for Steele’s firm according to Miller’s 
LinkedIn profile, and lived in the same town as Skripal.

Since Steele has been discredited in the United 
States, a huge fawning publicity campaign has been un-
dertaken on his behalf. The campaign involves journal-
ists who have collaborated directly with Steele in his 
smear job against Trump. Books by Luke Harding and 
Michael Isikoff seek to rebuild Steele’s reputation. A 
fawning piece by Jane Mayer in the New Yorker, as im-
plausible as it is long, has been foisted on the public for 
the same reason. There are some fascinating facts, how-
ever, in all this fawning prose:

• Steele described his business to Luke Harding as 
primarily providing research and reports to competing 
and feuding Russian oligarchs, many of whom use 
London as a base of operations. This is obviously a per-
fect cover for intelligence operations. It is also a very 
violent theater of operations. The oligarchs intersect 

both Western intelligence op-
erations and Russian organized 
crime. They engage in deadly 
gang warfare.

• Steele and his partners 
are mentored by Sir Richard 
Dearlove, former head of MI6 
and a critical player in the infa-
mous “sexing up” and fabrica-
tion of the claim that Saddam 
Hussein had weapons of mass 
destruction, creating the ratio-
nale for the disastrous and 
genocidal Iraq War.

• Steele had been tasked to 
claim that Russia was interfer-
ing in Western elections during 
the entire post-Ukraine coup 
time-frame, when this black 

propaganda line began to be circulated widely. Accord-
ing to Jane Mayer’s account, Steele called this “Project 
Charlemagne,” and completed his report on it in April 
2016, just before he undertook his hit job against 
Donald Trump. In his report, Steele claimed that Russia 
was interfering in the politics of France, Italy, the 
United Kingdom, Germany, and Turkey. He claimed 
that Russia was conducting social media warfare aimed 
at “inflaming fear and prejudice and had provided 
opaque financial support to favored politicians.” He 
specifically targeted Silvio Berlusconi and Marine Le 
Pen. Steele also suggested that Russian aid was given to 
“lesser known right wing nationalists” in the United 
Kingdom and elsewhere, implying that the Russians 
were behind Brexit, with an overall goal of destroying 
the European Union.

Leaving aside Sergei Skripal’s relationship with 
the central figure in the British-led coup against 
Donald Trump, it is clear that the May government’s 
claim that he and his daughter were poisoned by a 
“novichok” nerve-agent, even if it is true, by no means 
makes a case that Putin’s government was responsible. 
(It is of interest that as we were going to press on 
March 19, the foreign ministers of the European 
Union, after a briefing by British Foreign Secretary 
Boris Johnson that indicted Putin as responsible, 
issued a statement which condemned the poisoning of 
Skripal and his daughter, but pointedly failed to blame 
Putin or Russia.)

 Craig Murray, a former British Ambassador to Uz-

cc/Domusrulez
Sir Richard Dearlove, former head of MI6.
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bekistan who maintains contacts in the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, wrote March 16 that Britain’s 
chemical-warfare scientists at Porton Down, “are not 
able to identify the nerve agent as being of Russian 
manufacture, and have been resentful of the pressure 
being placed on them to do so. Porton Down would 
only sign up to the formulation of a type developed by 
Russia, after a rather difficult meeting where this was 
agreed as a compromise formulation. The Russians 
were allegedly researching, in the novi-
chok program, a generation of nerve agents 
which could be produced from commer-
cially available precursors such as insecti-
cides and fertilizers. This substance is a 
novichok in that sense. It is of that type. 
Just as I am typing on a laptop of a type 
developed by the United States, though 
this one was made in China.”

The background to Porton Down’s re-
luctance, is of course former Prime Minis-
ter Blair’s phony dossier on Iraqi WMD, 
which Lyndon LaRouche fought, along-
side the late British arms expert David 
Kelly, who exposed the “dodgy dossier,” at 
the time.

“To anybody with a Whitehall back-
ground this has been obvious for several 

days,” Murray continues. 
“The government has never 
said the nerve agent was 
made in Russia, or that it can 
only be made in Russia. The 
exact formulation of a type 
developed by Russia was 
used by Theresa May in Par-
liament, used by the U.K. at 
the UN Security Council, 
used by Boris Johnson on the 
BBC yesterday and, most 
tellingly of all, ‘of a type de-
veloped by Russia,’ is the 
precise phrase used in the 
joint communique‚ issued by 
the U.K., U.S.A., France, and 
Germany yesterday.”

The main account of the 
chemical weapons cited by 
Theresa May was written by 

a Soviet dissident chemist named Vil Mirzayanov who 
now lives in the United States and published a book 
about his work at the Soviets’ Uzbekistan chemical-
warfare laboratory. In his much-publicized book, 
Mirzayanov sets out the formulas for the claimed sub-
stances. According to the March 16 Wall Street Jour-
nal, that publicity led to the novichoks’ chemical 
structure being leaked, making them readily available 
for reproduction elsewhere. Ralf Trapp, a France-
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Entrance to Porton Down, the oldest chemical warfare research lab in the world, established 
in 1916, according to The Guardian of London.
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based consultant and expert on the control of chemical 
and biological weapons, told the Journal, “The chemi-
cal formula has been publicized and we know from 
publications from then-Czechoslovakia that they had 
worked on similar agents for defense in the 1980s. I’m 
sure other countries with developed programs would 
have as well.”

But it does not seem that those “other countries” in-
clude Russia. The Organization for the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the independent agency 
charged by treaty with investigating claims like those 
just made by the British government, certified in Sep-
tember 2017 that the Russian government had de-
stroyed its entire chemical weapons program, inclusive 
of its nerve agent production capabilities. In addition to 
Trapp’s account, Seamus Martin, writing in the March 
14 Irish Times, posits, based on personal knowledge, 
that novichoks were widely expropriated by East Bloc 
oligarchs and criminal elements in the Russian eco-
nomic chaos of the 1990s.

Thus, after being disclosed by a dissident Russian 
chemist living in the United States, novichoks have 
been widely copied by other countries, according to the 
press accounts.

Further trouble for May’s attempted hoax is found 
in the condition of the Skripals and of a police officer 
who went to their home. All were made critically ill, 
although they are still alive. Yet the emergency person-
nel who treated the Skripals, allegedly the victims of a 
deadly and absolutely lethal nerve poison, suffered no 
ill effects whatsoever.

The Skripal poisoning is being compared in the 
British press to the poisoning of Alexander Litvinenko 
in 2006. The former KGB and FSB officer was granted 
asylum in London and worked for the infamous anti-
Putin British-intelligence-directed oligarch Boris Ber-
ezovsky in information warfare and other attacks on the 
Russian state, inclusive of McCarthyite accusations 
against any European politician seeking sane relations 
with Putin.

Litvinenko’s case officer was none other than 
Christopher Steele, and Christopher Steele conducted 
MI6’s investigation of the case, which, of course, 
found Putin himself culpable. Berezovsky’s use of 
the disgraced British PR firm Bell, Pottinger is also 
credited with a significant role in public acceptance 
of this result. Berezovsky was a prime suspect in orga-
nizing the murder of American journalist Paul Kleb-

nikov. Many believe that Berezovsky arranged Lit-
vinenko’s demise. Berezovsky himself died in Britain 
in mysterious circumstances following the loss of a 
major court case to another Russian oligarch, Roman 
Abramovich.

In the parliamentary debate in which Theresa May 
issued her provocation, opposition leader Jeremy 
Corbyn cautioned against a rush to judgment and 
pointed to the bloody playing field of Russian oligarchs 
and Russian organized crime as alternative areas for in-
vestigation. Had Corbyn added to that mix, “Western 
intelligence agencies,” he would have been entirely on 
the right track. Corbyn also pointed out that these oli-
garchs had contributed millions to May’s Conservative 
Party. The reaction by the British media, May’s Conser-
vatives, and Tony Blair’s faction of the Labour Party 
was to paint Corbyn as a Putin dupe, including photo-
shopped images of the Labour leader in a Russian 
winter hat in front of the Kremlin.

The insane McCarthyite reactions to Corbyn’s 
simple statements of fact show that he hit the nail on the 
head. If you want to find Skripal’s poisoners, then, like 
Edgar Allen Poe, you must take in the whole picture 
first. The field of play involves the British intelligence 
services and the anti-Putin Russian oligarchs, each of 
which services the other, acting on behalf of British 
strategic objectives. It is no accident that the coup 
against Donald Trump and the latest British intelligence 
fraud, putting the entire world in peril, absolutely inter-
sect one another. 
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